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By function








Strategy

Spend less time searching, make more available for analysis and driving insights.























Market research

Deliver insights to your clients in a branded, bespoke research delivery platform.























Marketing

Monitor and track your competitors across their entire digital footprint.























Sales

Target new accounts, upsell and cross-sell, and restart the conversation with dormant ones.























By industry








Life sciences

Fuel innovation and achieve a sustained competitive advantage for your life sciences firm.























Pharmaceuticals

Fuel innovation and achieve a sustained competitive advantage for your pharma firm.























IT/ITes

Track vendors, channel partners, competitors, customers and the latest disruptors impacting the tech industry.























Consulting

Empower your clients and your business with Competitive Intelligence for Consulting.























BFSI

Timely and accurate insights for success in the ever-changing BFSI landscape.
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Market and competitive intelligence resources
View all








Blog

Our latest thoughts and announcements posted to Contify’s official blog.






















Case studies

Learn how businesses around the world leverage Contify to track their market landscape.






















Webinars

Join our thought leaders for best practice advice and industry insights — live and on-demand.























Templates

Free competitive intelligence templates, crafted by experts to help you fine-tune your business strategies.























Events

Participate and learn more about the latest events hosted by Contify.























Reports

Read detailed reports with key insights on the competitive intelligence landscape.























Videocasts

Quick guides from our thought leaders on deploying and scaling market intelligence systems.























Datasheets

Learn more about Contify’s solutions for businesses in a concise PDF format.























API Documentation

Integrate curated market intelligence into your intranet portal, ERP, CRM or KMS.






















Metadata

Learn more about Contify's pre-configured content categories such as Topics, Industries and more.
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On demand webinar · 60 mins

Industry Knowledge and AI: The Secret to a Successful Market and Competitive Intelligence Program
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Videocast · 29m 47s

Brendan Liverman Talks About the Key CI Challenges at SVB and How Technology Helped Him Drive Strategic Conversation
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Article · 20 min read

How does Google Alerts Works, 
and Why it Doesn’t
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Let’s get in touch








Offices

Vermont, US · Gurgaon, IN · Buckinghamshire, UK.























Press

Stories about Contify we love, a downloadable media kit and press enquiries.























Careers

Join us in our mission to build products that help professionals make informed decisions.
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2009

Contify begins its journey as a business information aggregator
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2012

Contify launched as an industry intelligence platform
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2014

Launched fully-customizable enterprise grade M&CI platform
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2015

Launched News API for businesses
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2016

Launched account intelligence solution
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2017

Launched fully-customizable dashboards and homepage
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2018

Integrated premium information sources such as Global Data, Strategy Analytics, ABI Research and more
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2020

Launched a competitive intelligence solution for B2B Marketers
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2022

Onwards and Upwards...
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By function
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Free trial
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>_ The page you’re looking for

may have been moved or deleted.




Go home













































Continue Exploring







Market and Competitive Intelligence Platform



The AI-enabled Market and Competitive Intelligence Platform, fully customizable to cater to your organisation’s unique intelligence requirements.




Explore










Market and Competitive Intelligence Newsletters



Get only contextually strategic, relevant and timely updates from your market and competitive landscape, in a fully customised reporting template.




Explore










Power Your Applications with our News API



Integrate curated market intelligence on companies and industy segments into your organization’s intranet portals, ERP, CRM and KMS, and customer-facing apps.




Explore
























Learn What 
Contify Can Do 
for You









Contact Us

Let’s Get in Touch


Whether its about exploring a solution that transforms the way you do business, or setting up a chat
over a cup of coffee, we’re listening!





Let’s talk
















7-day Free Trial

Market Intelligence


Track your competitors, prospects, target accounts and industries, and get key insights from the news,
company websites, government regulatory portals, and social networks with a 7-day free trial.
No credit card required.





Start your free trial
















7-day Free Trial

News API


Integrate curated intelligence on companies into your company’s ERP, CRM, knowledge management systems
and customer-facing applications. Get started with a 
7-day free trial.
No credit 
card required.





Start your free trial
















Free Demo

Watch a Demo


Get a free demo of Contify — the Market and Competitive Intelligence Platform
that helps you track unique and strategic information on your competitors, customers, industries, and topics of interest.





Watch Demo
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Contify is a comprehensive market and competitive intelligence platform that helps businesses track
information on competitors, customers and key intelligence topics by enabling users to collect,
curate, and share actionable 
intelligence across their organization.
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Solutions


By product

Market & Competitive 
Intelligence Platform
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Strategy
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Browse our resources
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Contact


Let’s get in touch

Offices
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Connect with us on social
	






	






	






	






	















Subscribe to our blog and stay updated with the latest trends and updates 
from Contify.
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We’ll send you the latest updates we post to
 The IntelligenceHub to your email address, 


























